Super Sales Floor Organizer
Location
Central Square, Cambridge
Jamaica Plain, Boston
West Roxbury, Boston
Overview
Our Boomerangs stores get a lot of foot traffic from treasure seekers far and wide. On top of that we receive
NEW inventory on an almost daily basis. We need someone to help us keep it all together and keep everything
in its place—we don’t want any buried treasure here.
About You
The ideal person for this role is someone who finds satisfaction and joy in a color coded closet or an
alphabetically ordered spice rack. You might have been called a “neat freak” by a friend OR maybe you are that
friend people recruit to help them sort out their closets.
On top of that you’ve got a good nature and can remain calm even in the midst of chaos like a Zen master. If it
seems like tourists and lost people always seem to find you for help and you oblige them, then you’re going to
be a natural fit for this role!
Bonus Points
•
You know the color order of the rainbow and/or ROY G. BIV
•
You’ve been a lifelong thrifter, a Boomerangs fan, or “fashionista”
Core Roles and Responsibilities
•
Ensure clothing is on the correct rack which means you can tell the difference between a sweater and a
coat or pants and shirts
•
Help put away the “go backs” aka the dressing room rejects
•
Dust and organize the “hard goods” or what you might know as knick-knacks, kitchen stuff, not clothing
•
Make sure the clothing racks are nice and orderly, organizing them by size
and/or color
•
Act as a compass for lost customers by directing them to an employee for help or to that thing they just
could not locate
•
Sweep or vacuum the sales floor as needed
Next Level Stuff (Things You Will Learn)
•
Be a champion for AIDS Action Committee—you feel comfortable sharing the mission and can articulate
what AIDS Action does to customers who ask
Requirements
•
Must contribute 4-6 hours per week for a minimum of 3 months
•
Must be comfortable interacting with a diverse population of people
•
Must be able to stand and move around for prolonged periods

To apply, contact Tamarind Tidwell, ttidwell@aac.org.

